
May 2017 – Statement by Gibraltar to the PANA Committee

Your Excellency Mr Chairman and Distinguished Colleagues,

My name is James Tipping and I am the Finance Centre Director for the Government of Gibraltar. I
am accompanied by Francis Carreras who is the Deputy Head of the Civil Service.

We thank you for this opportunity to appear before you.

Gibraltar is a fully self-governing and fully self-financing British Overseas Territory to which the
Treaties establishing the European Union apply, with only certain exceptions. We are within the EU
single market for the purposes of the free movement of persons, the freedom to provide services and
the free movement of capital. We are not within the Common Customs Union and we do not have to
apply a VAT regime. Our status applies until the United Kingdom formally exits the European Union.

EU Regulations apply directly and EU Directives are transposed by Gibraltar’s Parliament. This includes
all measures on financial supervision and regulation, direct taxation and anti money laundering. Our
corporation tax rate is 10% and we have a maximum effective rate on personal tax of 25%. Our
taxation regime is subject to European Union scrutiny.

Our financial services sector consists of three main areas:

Insurance
Banking and Trust and Company Management
Funds

Insurance is by far the largest contributor. They underwrite 20% of motor vehicles in the United
Kingdom. 92%  of insurance business is passported into the United Kingdom. There are
approximately 55 insurance companies regulated in Gibraltar.

There are 14 Banks in Gibraltar. Most of them offer retail services and loans and mortgages to the
average customer resident in Gibraltar.

Total deposits at Banks stand at approximately 5,200 million pounds. 70% of these deposits come
from Gibraltar clients which include the above mentioned insurance companies. Approximately 10%
of deposits (500 million pounds) come from residents of the United Kingdom.

There are circa 68 authorised Trust and Company Management service providers. There are
approximately 15,000 Gibraltar Companies (and that is all companies including those that are asset
holding, trading or dormant). The current number of 15,000 companies is down from an all time high
of 29,000 in 2005.

The funds industry is very nascent with approximately 80 funds in total.

So, with the exception of motor insurance, Gibraltar’s financial services sector is small in European
terms. However, it is important to our domestic economy where it generates around 20% of our
GDP and employs 16% of the workforce.

We are currently planning for a ‘worst case’ hard Brexit, but with a firm commitment from the
United Kingdom Government to maintain and broaden access to their financial markets from



Gibraltar. Thus our financial services economic model will not have to change. Indeed, it brings
opportunity as we would be the only territory in Europe with automatic access to the UK in banking,
insurance, investment services and any other similar area where cross border directives currently
apply.

Gibraltar has, pursuant to bi-lateral tax information exchange agreements, the EU Directive and the
Multilateral Convention, around 151 exchange of information mechanisms to the OECD standard with
98 countries and territories around the world.

Gibraltar’s OECD 115 page Phase 2 Review report on effectiveness of exchange of information found
that we were ‘Largely Compliant’ (second highest grade) and the same as e.g. the United Kingdom,
Germany and the United States of America.

We have been supplying comprehensive tax data under FATCA to the USA since September 2015 and
the same under the United Kingdom IGA since September 2016.

Gibraltar will send all EU Member States comprehensive tax information as from September 2017
under the Directive on Administrative Cooperation, as amended to include automatic exchange.

Under the Common Reporting Standard which we committed to in 2014 we will be sending automatic
information as from September 2017 to the ‘first wave’ countries, and the ‘second wave’ countries as
from 2018.

Gibraltar has draconian all crimes anti money laundering legislation deriving from all EU legislation on
this subject.

Our legislation, systems and administrative practices have been independently tested by in the past
by the FATF and the IMF and we will be reviewed under the Moneyval process in 2018. We have
appointed a National Coordinator for AML, published a National Risk Assessment and are reviewing
our legislation to ensure compliance with FATF principles in parallel with the 4th AMLD.

The Gibraltar Financial Intelligence Unit is a member of the international Egmont Group of Financial
Intelligence Units and shares information systematically and spontaneously with all members. Tax
evasion, along with all other serious crime, is a predicate offence for money laundering and subject to
suspicious transaction reporting.

Gibraltar is creating a central register of beneficial ownership under the terms of the 4th AMLD. The
Directive and the register will come into force on 26th June 2017. If a global standard is agreed on
public registers then Gibraltar will also adopt this standard.

Gibraltar has signed up to the new global standard regarding the automatic exchange of central
registers of beneficial ownership.

Post Brexit, Gibraltar will continue to apply existing commitments on exchange of information, anti
money laundering and financial supervision etc. Going forwards from that date, we will then choose
whether to voluntarily apply any new EU legislation or to adopt international standards which have
the same effect.

I would like to thank you for your kind attention.


